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Peace Action Wisconsin Urges Wisconsin Legislators to Support Diplomacy with Iran 

  

Statewide – 

 

In an address to a joint session of Congress today, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is expected to argue for 

abandoning the current negotiations in favor of adopting a more confrontational posture towards Iran, including the 

potential use of military action to eliminate Iran’s nuclear program. 

 

Peace Action Wisconsin is calling on legislators to oppose the Corker-Graham Iran bill (S. 615) and the Menendez-Kirk 

sanctions bill (S. 269) that threaten the reinstatement of sanctions and impose a congressional veto of any Iran accord.  

 

“It’s not only regrettable but dangerously irresponsible that some in Congress desire to squander this historic opportunity 

for peace by proposing legislation designed to sabotage the ongoing diplomatic process.” said Peace Action Wisconsin Co-

Director Mitchell Sandquist. 

 

Peace Action Wisconsin is mobilizing in opposition to proposed Senate legislation that promises to derail a peaceful 

resolution to Iran’s nuclear program by advocating for the current P5+1 diplomatic negotiations backed by the Obama 

Administration.  

 

“Peace Action Wisconsin is rallying our members and voters across the state to contact their legislators voicing their 

support for the ongoing diplomatic efforts,” said Angelique Rogers, Steering Committee President. “We are letting our 

legislators know that Wisconsin voters want them to keep us on the path towards peace. Furthermore, we want to prevent 

any further attempts at using situations like this to divert our Congress’s attention away from the real employment, 

environmental, and other domestic crisis we are facing here at home, and instead focus on how a visionary peace economy 

can help us all.” 

 

When called for comment regarding the news that Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu lands in DC today to address a joint 

session of congress on the Iranian negotiations  to pressure the United States to change the terms of the accord being struck 

by the P5+1 group of nations negotiating with Iran over the country’s nuclear program, Board Member and Spokesperson 

Danny Pnueman had this to say; “We all want to prevent Iran from getting a nuclear weapon, but shutting down the current 

diplomatic engagement will ultimately result in a nuclear armed Iran, another tragic war in the Middle East, or both. This is 

the decision our legislators face and why we are making sure they understand the negative consequences these deal-busting 

bills will have on our national security.” 

 

# # #  
Peace Action Wisconsin is an organization dedicated to making the connections between international issues and our local community, with the goal of 

achieving true social and economic equality, environmental preservation, and the abolishment of the threat of nuclear warfare. 
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